On-board recordings reveal no jamming avoidance in wild bats
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Animals often deal with situations in which vast sensory input is received simultaneously. They therefore must possess sophisticated mechanisms to select important input and ignore the rest. In bat echolocation, this problem is at its extreme. Echolocating bats emit sound signals and analyse the returning echoes to sense their environment. Bats from the same species use signals with similar frequencies. Nearby bats therefore face the difficulty of distinguishing their own echoes from the signals of other bats, a problem often referred to as jamming. Because bats commonly fly in large groups, jamming might simultaneously occur from numerous directions and at many frequencies. Jamming is a special case of the general phenomenon of sensory segregation. Another well-known example is the human problem of following conversation within a crowd. In both situations, a flood of auditory incoming signals must be parsed into important versus irrelevant information. Here, we present a novel method, fitting wild bats with a miniature microphone, which allows studying jamming from the bat’s ‘point of view’. Previous studies suggested that bats deal with jamming by shifting their echolocation frequency (i.e. jamming avoidance [8–14]). This strategy has been shown in electric...
fish [15] and should reduce masking by partitioning the frequency range between the individuals.

In this study, we present a novel method to examine how wild bats respond to jamming when flying in the field, over hundreds of kilometres, while encountering numerous conspecifics. We used miniature on-board microphones, which also include Global Positioning System (GPS), which were fitted on naturally foraging bats. We chose to study Rhinopoma microphyllum bats as these bats are known to be social [16,17], and because they focus their sound energy in a narrow frequency band [18] making them highly prone to be jammed.

All previous field studies on jamming avoidance recorded bats with a single stationary microphone positioned on the ground [10,11,19]. Such recordings do not allow estimation of the real frequency that is emitted by the bat, nor the frequency of the conspecific that is received by the bat. This is due to three main reasons. (i) Doppler shifts resulting from the relative motion between the bat and the microphone (as well as the two bats). Doppler shifts might result in a significant recording error of up to 1–2 kHz [12]. (ii) Sound attenuation in the atmosphere is frequency dependent (higher frequencies attenuate more). Unless the exact distance between the bat and the microphone is known, this effect is hard to compensate for and might influence the estimated peak frequency. (iii) The bat’s beam is directional and thus the angle between the bat’s emission and the microphone will strongly influence the recorded spectrum. It is therefore impossible to use a single stationary microphone to estimate a moving bat’s frequency, and more importantly, the frequency of a conspecific as it is received by the bat.

On-board recordings, as reported here for the first time in the wild, provide an unbiased measurement of both of these parameters, and thus allow testing of the jamming hypothesis. A microphone mounted on the bat will not suffer from either Doppler shifts or attenuation and directionality effects when recording the emissions of the tagged bat (see §2). It will suffer from Doppler shifts (and the other effects) when recording a conspecific, but importantly, the recorded Doppler-shifted attenuated signal is identical to the signal received by our bat. We thus study the interaction with the conspecific from the bat’s ‘point of view’.

On-board recordings offer several additional advantages. (i) Some previous studies used playbacks from stationary speakers to jam passing bats [11]. Owing to the same two problems described above, it is impossible to estimate exactly which frequency the passing bat is receiving. Moreover, a bat signal emitted from the ground is probably a highly unnatural situation for a passing bat. Here, we studied bats under completely natural jamming situations. (ii) Previous field studies could not assess the position of the bat in space. It is well known that a bat’s distance from background objects will have a dramatic influence on its echolocation signal, including its frequencies. Our on-board GPS allowed us to determine whether our bats were flying in open space far from any object and were thus responding to other bats only. (iii) Stationary recordings of randomly passing bats only provide a snap-shot of their behaviour. For instance, when two bats are detected, there is no way to know when they encountered each other. On-board recordings allow us to study the full dynamics of the behaviour from the beginning of the encounter until its end. (iv) Unlike stationary recordings, which greatly vary in their quality depending on the bat’s distance from the microphone, the on-board microphone was always 2 cm from the bat’s mouth thus resulting in a consistently high signal-to-noise ratio, without missing a single signal.

In contrast to all previous studies, we found that bats do not show a classical jamming avoidance response when encountering a conspecific at close range. Bats did alter their echolocation signals in response to conspecifics; however, they did so as if they were responding to a nearby (silent) object and not to a masking sound source. These observed shifts might have been interpreted in previous studies as a jamming avoidance response. Finally, we show that even in a sonar cocktail party, previously referred to as the cocktail nightmare in bats [20], individuals exhibit sufficient frequency spread to allow individual recognition without any jamming avoidance response.

2. Material and methods

(a) Animals and research site

Data collection was performed during the summers of 2012 and 2013 in northern Israel, where several male and several female colonies of the species are known [16]. The exact time periods were: 12 July 2012 to 11 August 2012 for the males (which were only studied in 2012) and 19 August 2012 to 15 September 2012, 18 August 2013 to 15 September 2013 for the females, which assured us that the females were postlactation. All bats were captured in their roost early in the morning (around 07:00) using a butterfly net. Bats were treated (see below) within an hour from capture and released in the roost where they were caught. This procedure aimed to allow bats to get used to the extra load for at least 12 h before foraging.

The microphone and tracking device (30 × 20 × 4 mm) consisted of a GPS data-logger (Lucid Ltd., Israel) and a synchronized ultrasonic microphone (FG-23329, Knowles). The device’s total weight (including battery, coating and a telemetry unit—LB-2X 0.3 g, Holohil Systems Ltd.) was on average 3.8 g. We address the effect of this extra loading on the bats below. The telemetry unit was attached to the device to help the experimenters to locate it. The devices were wrapped in coloured balloons for isolation and identification purposes and fitted to the bats using medical cement glue (Perma-Type Surgical Cement, AC103000). Fur was removed by applying hair removal cream for a few seconds (Veet, Reckitt Benckiser). After gluing, bats were held for about 5 min to allow the glue to dry, and then placed in a cloth bag for another 15 min before being returned to the roost.

We retrieved devices from eight bats. Retrieval was achieved either by collecting the device from the roost’s floor after it fell off the bat (on average one week after its attachment) or by recapturing the bat in the colony (using a butterfly net). The device was gently removed from the recaptured bats using an adhesive remover (UNI-SOLVE, Smith & Nephew Corp; or Niltac, Triohcalt Ltd.).

(b) Audio recordings

The microphone was positioned on the bat’s back in between the shoulders, ca 2 cm behind the bat’s mouth (electronic supplementary material, figure S1), thus ensuring very high signal-to-noise ratio without missing a single bat signal (electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Audio was sampled at 94 kHz in order to allow higher than Nyquist sampling of the bat’s second harmonic at ca 26 kHz, where almost all energy is concentrated in search signals. Due to the high power requirement to operate the microphone and the large amounts of data it recorded, we had to use a limited recording duty cycle of 10–20%. We used two main schedules (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1): recording
atmospheric pressure here set to be 26 kHz, which depends on signal frequency, temperature, humidity and 1 atm, respectively.

(c) Sound analysis

Recordings were analysed using a histogram-based threshold detection algorithm for automatic segmentation of signals, which was written for this project (Matlab, MathWorks Inc.). Overall, more than 43,000 audio files including ca 80,000 echolocation signals were processed. In brief, the detection algorithm averaged the power (in decibels) along the time axis of the spectrogram (calculated with a window of 256 samples and an overlap of 250) and automatically detected a threshold that segmented echolocation signals from noise. Specifically, recordings were first filtered with a band pass filter around their second harmonic (between 24 and 31 kHz; electronic supplementary material, figure S2a–b). Next, the spectrogram was split into shorter windows, and a threshold was detected for each one according to the histogram of the power (red dashed line in the electronic supplementary material, figure S2c). Next, each single echolocation signal that crossed the threshold was segmented and the following parameters were estimated (electronic supplementary material, figure S2d): signal duration (sd)—defined as the part of the signal that was 12 dB below the peak on both sides; signal intensity—defined as the maximum voltage (peak to peak), after removing the baseline direct current; frequency (f)—defined as the frequency with maximum intensity in the second harmonic—was estimated using the instantaneous frequency algorithm to improve estimation accuracy; inter-signal interval (is)—defined as the time lag between two consecutive signals, and signal bandwidth (bw)—defined as the frequency range of the second harmonic (12 dB drop from both sides of the peak). The algorithm successfully detected a large majority of the echolocation signals; however, it had difficulties in detecting conspecific signals owing to their lower intensity (electronic supplementary material, figure S2). In all analyses, we only used echolocation signals longer than 9 ms. These long signals are classified as search signals that are emitted by the bats in search of prey. We did not include shorter signals, which are commonly emitted by bats that are attacking prey.

Hence, all sound files that were automatically segmented were also manually scrutinized by us, using a quality assurance script that was written for this purpose (Matlab). This allowed us to segment conspecific signals, to detect missed signals (false negatives) and to remove false positives. It was easy to visually determine whether a signal was emitted by a conspecific owing to its dramatically lower intensity (electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Any audio file in which a conspecific signal was present was considered as an encounter with a conspecific.

(d) Estimating the acoustic detection range of the microphone

We used sound physics to estimate the detection range of a conspecific by the microphone. Equation (2.1) describes the sound intensity received by a bat (P_r) at a distance (R) from the emitter (a conspecific) as a function of the intensity of the emitted source (P_t), the atmospheric attenuation coefficient (a = 0.12), which depends on signal frequency, temperature, humidity and atmospheric pressure here set to be 26 kHz, 30°C, 60% and 1 atm, respectively.

\[ P_r = \frac{P_t \cdot e^{-aR}}{R^2}. \]  

By plugging in the estimated emission intensity for this species (P_t = 135 dB SPL [18]) and the estimated minimum intensity detectable by our microphone, a detection range of ca 20 m is reached (when solving the equation numerically with Matlab). The microphone’s P_r—the minimal detectable intensity (or the internal noise floor) of our microphone—was estimated by analysing the internal noise of the microphone by comparison with a calibrated microphone (40DP, GRAS). This procedure yielded a P_r estimation of 85 dB SPL. The procedure was repeated for two different microphones and the differences between them were found to be negligible. We validated this estimation by playing back a R. microphyllum signal (Player 116 D/A converter, Scanspeak speaker, Avisoft) at the maximum intensity allowed by the speaker (120 dB) and measuring the detection range, i.e. the maximal range from which conspecific signals were still visible to us (in the on-board recordings device). We found this range to be ca 13 m, corroborating the estimated range for a 120 dB signal (the 20 m range was estimated for a 135 dB conspecific signal).

However, when estimating the distances of the conspecifics that were recorded (see below), we found that the farthest detected conspecific was at 12 m. We believe that the discrepancy between these two values (12 versus 20 m) resulted from the fact that the real recordings contained noise (mainly wind noise) that did not exist in the laboratory recording (nor in the theoretical estimation). Moreover, the theoretical estimation was performed assuming that the conspecific is flying on axis towards the bat, which was probably not the case in reality. This means that conspecifics were probably even closer than our estimates.

(e) Estimating conspecific distance

We used equation (2.1) to estimate the distance of a detected conspecific, except that now, P_r (the call intensity of the conspecific) was estimated from the recording, while R (the distance of the conspecific) was the unknown variable. Conspecifics were assumed to call at 135 dB SPL and to be on-axis relative to our bat so that the estimated distance was actually an over-estimation.

(f) Microphone directionality

The microphone was positioned at the centre of the back-lobe of the bat’s beam. Bats probably do not move their head much during searching, which is the part of the behaviour that we analysed. But even if they did move their head, the microphone would remain at the centre of the back-lobe, except that its membrane would now be facing this centre at an angle. However, because we used omni-directional microphones, this would almost not affect the signal’s intensity or its spectrum, as we confirmed experimentally (electronic supplementary material, figure S3).

(g) Statistics

Unless stated otherwise, all statistical analysis was conducted on the individual bat level to show that all bats responded in the same way. To deal with the problem of pseudo-replicates, in addition to running a t-test, we also use the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare the distributions of specific characters (e.g. frequency and bandwidth) for individual bats when flying with or without conspecifics. In addition, we ran the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare the bat group under the two conditions (with versus without conspecifics).

(h) Estimating bats’ altitude with Global Positioning System

Bats altitude (above ground) was used to validate that they were far from any object (see §3). The altitude accuracy of the GPS measurements was tested by driving on a known road (i.e.
where the altitude above ground is 0 m) and estimating the error of the GPS measurement (after using the ‘LOESS’ local regression smoothing filter [21]). We found that the altitude error was $-3 \pm 11$ m (mean ± s.d.), proving that errors were small enough to allow our analysis of only high conspecific interactions.

(i) The effect of the extra loading on the bats

*Rhinopoma microphyllum* is a medium sized insectivorous bat whose mass dramatically changes (by up to 100%) throughout the year. At the end of the summer (before migration), large males can reach 45 g, while large females reach as much as 35 g (E. Levin 2003–2010, unpublished data collected from over 1000 bats of this species). Because much of the weight increase during summer in this species results from accumulating fat in the tail membrane [17,22] and not from building muscles, higher weights do not necessarily correspond to better carrying capacity. We therefore did not choose bats with the highest mass, but bats with high mass that suggests good physical shape and long forearms, suggesting high loading potential. As the study was performed during the end of the season, when bats are most fit, we assumed that these criteria were adequate to select bats that could best handle such weights. All females that were tagged weighed at least 27 g and had a forearm of at least 68 mm, corresponding to a potential body mass of up to 34 g at the end of the season. All males weighed at least 30 g and had forearms of at least 71 mm, corresponding to a potential weight of up to 45 g. The actual weight loading reached 11–14% (12% on average) of body mass. All eight bats flew long distances (50 km on average) and performed foraging during their track, showing ‘normal’ behaviour comparable to that previously described [16]. Importantly, this paper concentrates on bats’ echolocation behaviour in response to the presence of a conspecific. It is highly unlikely that such a sensory response would change due to the extra loading carried by the bats, especially not during their first night of carrying it.

### 3. Results

As expected from a social forager, the eight *R. microphyllum* bats we monitored frequently encountered conspecifics. We analysed a total of 853 events in which our bats encountered conspecifics at distances of 12 m or less (6 ± 2 m on average; figure 1a and see §2d,e). At such proximity, the physics of sound determine that the signals of the conspecific are far louder than the loudest echo an insect can produce (a conspecific at 12 m can be as loud as 110 dB SPL, while a large ant echo from 3 m will only reach ca 60 dB SPL [23]). This means that a...
conspicuous call would impose a real danger of jamming the faint echo returning from an insect. The fact that we recorded many conspecifics, but never recorded an echo of a prey—even in 85 events during which our bats were attacking prey—confirmed this theoretical assumption (electronic supplementary material, figure S4).

All bats significantly changed their signal’s frequency in the presence of conspecifics, seemingly suggesting a jamming avoidance response (figure 1b, electronic supplementary material, figure S5; $p < 0.001$ for all individual bats and $p < 0.01$ for the group, $t$-test, Kolmogorov–Smirnov and the Wilcoxon signed tests; see §2g). However, all bats shifted their frequency upwards (figure 1b, electronic supplementary material, figure S5). Such a response cannot solve the jamming problem because jamming would reoccur at higher frequencies. A classical jamming avoidance response in the frequency domain [15] should result in an increase in the difference between the frequency of the reacting bat and the conspecific. Therefore, if bats tried to reduce masking, we would expect them to shift their frequency more when the overlap with a conspecific’s frequency happened to be higher. Results did not support this expectation. All bats always increased their frequency (by the same amount on average), irrespective of the frequency of the conspecific (figure 1c; the slope of the regression line was not significantly different from 0, $p > 0.6$). Moreover, the distribution of the frequency difference between the two nearby bats shows that bats did not attempt to minimize the frequency overlap. On the contrary, the distribution peaked at zero, as expected if bats were responding independently of the conspecific’s frequency (figure 1d). Importantly, as explained in §1, unlike stationary recordings, what we record is exactly what our bat hears, notwithstanding Doppler shifts and other acoustic errors.

One of the disadvantages of recordings with stationary microphones is that they only allow the recording of bats that are relatively close to the ground. In this situation, bats already change their frequency due to the background, which limits our ability to assess their response to jamming. Using the GPS data, we selected and analysed only the encounters in which the bats were at least 40 m above ground, thus ensuring that they were responding to conspecifics and not to some nearby background object or to the ground. The results remained exactly the same when analysing only this part of the data (electronic supplementary material, figure S6).

4. Discussion

Altogether, our results strongly imply that bats do not exhibit a spectral jamming avoidance response. Why then do bats shift their frequencies in the presence of conspecifics? An alternative explanation for this behaviour would be that a nearby conspecific is a moving object entering our bat’s acoustic ‘field of view’, thus drawing the sensory attention of our bat. Echolocating bats constantly adjust their signals according to the presence of obstacles usually referred to as ‘background’ [24–26]. It is well established that when approaching an object, bats shorten their signals and increase their bandwidth, and this is accompanied by an increase in signal frequency [24,27]. Indeed, all of our bats exhibited a response that is typical for bats flying near background objects. They shortened their signals in the presence of conspecifics (figure 2a, $p < 0.001$ for all bats and $p < 0.01$ for the group; see §2g) and their signal frequency increased accordingly (figure 2b). When flying near conspecifics, all eight bats also significantly increased
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their signal bandwidth, and six out of eight significantly decreased the interval between signals—exactly as bats who are approaching an object do (electronic supplementary material, figure S7, p < 0.001 for all bats and p < 0.01 for the group, see §2). Interestingly, the bandwidth is an acoustic parameter that allows disentangling of the two hypotheses (jamming versus background approach). It is assumed that jamming can be avoided by reducing the bandwidth, while approaching background requires increasing the bandwidth. We observed the latter response, supporting the background hypothesis. Finally, the bats’ response to the conspecific was gradual and distance-dependent, i.e. when the conspecific was closer (or louder), the bat shortened its signals more and increased the frequency accordingly (figure 2c). Such a gradual (distance-dependent) response is known for bats approaching an object and makes perfect sense because the object is gradually becoming closer [27]. In the case of jamming, however, there is no reason to respond in a way that depends on the distance. As explained above, all of the conspecific signals we recorded were much louder than any potential prey echo and could therefore potentially jam our bats. If the bats were responding to jamming by shifting their frequencies, one would expect a full response (i.e. frequency shift) if the frequency of the conspecific was overlapping, or no response if there was no overlap, but there is not much sense in a gradual response in which the frequency shifts gradually when the conspecific comes closer. We conclude that the observed changes in echolocation resulted from attending a nearby moving object (the conspecific) and not from sensory jamming.

If not by shifting their signals’ frequencies, how then did bats deal with potential jamming? Within the bat population, individual bats differ in their echolocation frequencies (figure 1b). In fact, we found that in 72% of the encounters, the difference between the frequencies of the two nearby bats happened to be more than 500 Hz (figure 1d, vertical dotted lines depict the ±500 Hz lines and 72% of the interactions were above or below these lines). This is more than the minimal distinguishable frequency that has been found for bats using similar frequencies [28,29]. In these 72% of the encounters, bats could therefore distinguish their own signals from the signals of the conspecific based on the peak frequency only. Obviously, bats could also use other acoustic features such as signal duration, signal bandwidth and others to further improve signal recognition [30]. Although often encountering conspecific, these bats might not need to respond in order to avoid jamming at all (see below).

In conclusion, our main finding suggests that in most cases, bats do not need to use the classical jamming avoidance response even when encountering a nearby conspecific. This was the case despite the narrow frequency band of Rhinopoma microphyllum, which makes this bat highly sensitive to jamming. Bats did alter their echolocation signals in the presence of conspecifics; however, their response could clearly be classified as a response to background and not to jamming. Our results did not change even when reanalysing only the 30% most intense conspecifics calls emitted by extremely close conspecifics (less than ca 5 m; electronic supplementary material, figure S8a–b). Interestingly, the bats’ response to conspecifics included an increase in frequency, which was also observed in some of the previous studies on jamming avoidance [10,11]. However, these studies did not control for signal duration and therefore might have interpreted this increase as a jamming avoidance response. Naturally, we cannot preclude that other bat species do exhibit some sort of jamming avoidance in certain situations. A frequently suggested explanation, namely that bats increase their frequency to narrow their emitted beam and thus to avoid jamming, does not appear to be an adequate explanation because the beam is only expected to narrow by a negligible amount of less than 3° with such a frequency shift (of less than 1 kHz).

Rhinopoma microphyllum bats are known to emerge from their roosts in swarms of thousands of individuals. In such situations, bats might suffer from actual jamming; however, it makes little sense to deal with such a situation by shifting one’s frequency, because all frequency bands will be in use. In such situations, R. microphyllum probably turn to use other sensory modalities, such as vision, as well as relying on spatial memory. Moreover, bats are often observed touching each other during the emergence.

We argue that bats do not need to shift their frequency owing to the wide variability in the populations’ frequencies [31,32]. The frequencies of the bats we monitored spanned a range of ca 3 kHz (figure 1b). Each of these bats dynamically shifted its frequency according to the sensory task it was performing, but when doing so, the signal’s duration changed accordingly (figure 2b). Therefore, even when two bats were operating at the same frequency, they could probably easily tell apart their signals according to their respective signal durations. Even in the case that two bats share the same peak frequency (for a given duration), bats could extract other acoustic cues that would allow self-recognition, such as the signal’s spectral resonances [30] and the exact spectro-temporal modulation of the signal. There are more measures unrelated to the signal itself that allow the distinguishing of a bat’s own echoes from the signals (or echoes) of another bat. First, the bat could direct its ears to narrow the received beam, thus reducing the sector from which it receives auditory input. Second, unless the echo and the conspecific signal return simultaneously, the bat could use spatial hearing to distinguish between the two [33]. Third, a bat that is already pursuing prey can extrapolate information from previous echoes to generate expectations regarding the delay, amplitude and direction of the next echo, which will assist in distinguishing it from other incoming signals. Finally, shifting one’s frequency might be disadvantageous if the bat maintains a reference of its signal in the brain, which serves as a template that is matched to incoming signals [34]. These numerous sources of information provide sufficient measures to segregate the important signals from the irrelevant ones, making the cocktail nightmare a party after all.
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